
 

 

 

 

 

 

Icebreaker 

When you were 10, what age did you consider to be “old”? What age did you consider 

to be “old” when you were 30? Why do we feel different about time as we get older? 

Context 

Today’s passage is an interesting “two-edged sword” for people who study Scripture. 

On one hand, this is an incredible passage that should offer us great hope and 

encouragement. The enemy is bound, Christ reigns, believers are given life, and 

followers of Christ are rewarded by getting to serve for Christ. On the other hand, this 

passage brings out some of the ugliest disagreements among believers as factions 

stake their claim to knowing with certainty that they know the exact interpretation of 

this passage… and everyone else is (at best) wrong but may even be heretical if they 

do not agree with them!  

Our word for today’s lesson is grace. While it is in the passage, I’m talking about grace 

offered between one another as we study our lesson. There are multiple interpretations 

about today’s passage, and we need to realize that there is plenty of grace for us to 

hold different views of what his passage means. 

The antichrist and the false prophet are in the lake of fire. The army they assembled to 

fight against Jesus lays dead on the field. Now we see the aftermath to the great battle 

and Jesus’ reign on earth. 

Discuss 

1. Does it mean anything that an unnamed angel is the one who grabs the 

dragon and throws him into prison? 

2. In your opinion, why does John use the four descriptors/titles (Dragon, 

serpent, devil, Satan) to describe the Enemy? [Dragon- Psalm 74:13-14, 

Job 4:8, Psalm 104:26; serpent-Genesis 3:1, 2 Corinthians 11:3; devil- John 

8:44, 1 Peter 5:8; Satan- Zechariah 3:1, Luke 22:31, 1 Corinthians 7:5] 

3. According to verse 1-3, what happens to the Enemy when this unnamed 

angel arrives? How secure is the dragon’s incarceration?  



 

4. According to verse 3, what is the purpose for the dragon being bound for 

1000 years? 

5. What is the significance of John writing that the dragon “MUST be 

released for a little while.” 

6. Read Matthew 19:27-31; 1 Corinthians 6:2-3; & Revelation 3:21. According to 

these verses, who will be sitting on these thrones? 

7. Why does John say that he saw “souls” instead of people? 

8. Based on the last sentence of verse 4 and all of verse 5, what do you 

think John means when he says “they came to life”? (Is he speaking 

about spiritual life or physical life) Why do you think that? 

9. Who are the people who do not come back to life until after the 1000 

year reign of Jesus? 

10. Put yourself in the position of the people who first read John’s 

letter, how would you feel knowing that someday, the enemy who is 

causing your persecution and pain will be bound and thrown in a 

bottomless pit for 1000 years and you will be alive and reign with 

Jesus? How can this future hope help Christians today? 

11. Why is Satan let loose for a short period of time after 1000 years 

in prison? Where does Satan get his army that opposes God?  

 


